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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
I

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO. 09-60351-PAS-SEITZ/SlMONTON

M ANAGED CARE SOLUTIONS, lNC.,

Plaintiff,

V.

ESSENT HEALTHCARE, INC.,

Defendant. j

ORDER GR ANTING IN PART AND OVERRULING IN PART O BJECTIONS TO

M AGISTM TE'S REPORT. AFFIRM ING IN PART M AGISTM TE'S REPORT.

DENYING ESSENT'S M OTION FOR M ONETARY SANCTIONS

AND REFERRING CONDUCT TO TH E FLORIDA BAR

This case involves litigation gone am y. After months of questionable litigation tactics

and numerous adverse court rulings, Plaintiff Managed Care Solutions ($:MCS'') acquiesced to a

defaultjudgment as a sanction on the eve of trial. Defendant Essent Healthcare then filed a

motion seeking $1,430,862.92 in sanctions against M CS, one of its executives and its attorneys.

Essent also filed a separate motion for $2,081,903.76 in attorneys fees, costs and expenses under

the parties' contractual fee-shifting provision in favor of the prevailing party. This Court referred

the sanctions motion to M agistrate Judge John O'Sullivan for a Report and Recom mendation and

referred the motion for attorneys' fees, costs and expenses for final resolution in accordance with

28 U.S.C. 636(c), Rule 73 and the consent of the Parties. See Order of Sept. 22, 2010, !!6(a) and

(b) (DE-293). Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan held an evidentimy hearing and issued a 38-page

Report recom mending that the Court sanction M CS'S attorney, Robert Ingham , in the am ount if
!
i

$87,736.95, and deny a11 other sanctions. By separate Order, M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan

awarded Essent more than $1.5 million in attorneys fees, costs and expenses, which M CS has
I
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appealed to the Eleventh Circuit. Currently before the Court are objections filed by lnghnm, I

I

Essent and M CS to the Report recommending sanctions against Inghnm. Having reviewed the

matters objected to de novo, the Court will decline the recommendation to award monetary

sanctions and otherwise affinn and adopt the rem ainder of the Report.

1. LEGAL STANDARD

When reviewing a magistrate judge's report, a district judge reviews Gçde novo any part of

the magistrate judge's disposition that has been properly objected to.'' FED. R. CIV. P. 72(b); see

also 28 U.S.C. j 636(b).1 lt is critical that the objection be sufficiently specitk and not a general

objection to the report. Marsden v. Moore, 847 F.2d 1536, 1548 (1 1th Cir. 1988). The district

judge is given discretion whether to Claccept, reject, or modify'' the recommended disposition

made by the magistrate judge. FED. R. CIV. P. 72(b); 28 U.S.C. j 636(b). Further, (ta district

!

court has discretion to decline to consider a party's argum ent when that argum ent was not tirst

presented to the magistrate judge.'' Williams v. McNeil, 557 F.3d 1287, 1292 (1 1th Cir. 2009)

II. LEGAL ANALYSIS

A. DEFENDANT ESSENT HEALTHCARE, INC'S OBJECTION

Essent objects to Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan's recommendation to deny sanctions

against MCS, Raphael Baruch, and Jonathan Wanick, Esq. See Def.'s Obj., pp. 5-13 (DE-3531.

Essent had argued that MCS, Baruch and Warrick should be sanctioned under Rule 37(d)(3) and

the Court's inherent powers. Essent also sought sanctions against Wanick tmder 28 U.S.C. j

'Regardless of whether the standard of review is deferential or de novo, this Court would reach the same

result here.

2
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1927.2 In denying sanctions against these three, M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan concluded as an

initial matter that Rule 37(d)(3) provides no basis for imposing sanctions on this record. See

Report, pp. 19, 23-24, 26 and 32. Essent's objection, however, makes no mention of Rule

37(d)(3), much less asserts that the rule authorizes sanctions here. Instead, Essent simply

repeatedly argues that sanctions should have been awarded without differentiating between any

of the authorities for awarding such sanctions. The Court views this objection as too general and

conclusory and finds that it lacks the requisite specificity to enable the Court to properly evaluate

the objection. Marsden, 847 F.2d at 1548., see United States v. Schultz, 565 F.3d 1353, 1360

(1 1th Cir. 2009) (çda pady that wishes to preserve its objection must ... pinpoint the specific

findings that the party disagrees with'). Finding no proper objection to Magistrate Judge

O'Sullivan's conclusion that Rule 37(d)(3) does not apply here, the Court will affirm and adopt

that portion of the Report. The Court will now turn to the recommendation to deny sanctions

under the Court's inherent powers against Baruch and M CS and under section 1927 and those

inherent powers against W arrick.

i. SANCTIONS AGAINST M CS UNDER THE COURT'S INHERENT POW ERS

For nearly as long as the federal courts have existed, it has been tmderstood that,

ttç gclertain implied powers must necessarily result to our Courts of justice from the nattlre of their

institution,' powers çwhich cannot be dispensed with in a Court, because they are necessary to

the exercise of a11 others.''' Chambers v. NASCO, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 43 (lgglltquoting United

2 Title 28, United States Code, Section 1927 Cçsection 1927'5) provides that içlalny attorney ... who so
multiplies the proceedings in any case unreasonably and vexatiously may be required by the court to satisfy

personally the excess costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees reasonably incurred because of such conductv'' 28 U .S.C.

j 1927.

3
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States v. Hudson, 7 Cranch 32, 34, 3 L.Ed. 259 (1812)). çTor this reason, tcourts of justice are

universally acknowledged to be vested, by their very creation, with power to impose silence,

respect, and decorum, in their presence, and submission to their lawful mandates.''' 1d. (quoting

Anderson v. Dunn, 6 W heat. 204, 227, 5 L.Ed. 242 (1821:. At the snme time, however, these

powers must be exercised tdwith restraint and discretion.'' 1d. Sçprinciples of deference counsel

restraint in resorting to inherent power, and require its use to be a reasonable response to the

problems and needs that provoke it(.1'' Degen v. United States, 517 U.S. 820, 823-24 (1996).

The SEkey for unlocking'' the Court's inherent powers to sanction is a finding of bad faith.

Norelus v. Denny's Inc., 628 F.3d 1270, 1282 (1 1th Cir. 2010).

Essent first argues that Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan iûerroneously (folmdl that MCS did

not act in bad faith in bringing and ptlrsuing its complaintg.j'' See Def.'s Obj., p. 7. Essent

suggests that the magistrate judge ignored C1a massive body of uncontroverted evidence, ( 1

controlling law, land the) previous findings and guidance of the district court'' in declining to

sanction MCS. See Def.'s Obj., p. 7 (DE-3531. Because Essent believes the record clearly

reflects MCS'S bad faith, it strenuously objects to Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan's çtremarkable

conclusion that MCS should not be sanctionedg.l'' 1d. Essent asks this Court to reject the

recommendation and exercise its inherent powers and award sanctions in the amount of

$1,430,862.92 for attorneys fees and costs against M CS.

Essent's arguments, however, are misplaced. Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan did not

recommend that the Court decline to exercise its inherent powers because of the absence of bad-

faith conduct by M SC. Rather, M agistrate Judge O 'Sullivan concluded that M CS had already

suffered the ççultimate sanction'' by having a default judgment entered as a sanction under Rule I
!
f
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37(b)(2)(A). See Report, pp 19-20.As a result of that Rule 37 sanction, a sanction that MCS

agreed to no less, M CS later became liable to Essent for $1.5 million in attorneys fees, costs and

expenses. On this record, he declined to recomm end the Court exercise its inherent powers to

impose additional sanctions against M CS. 1d.Declining additional sanctions com ports with the

Court's duty to exercise its inherent powers iûwith restraint and discretion.'' Chambers, 501 U.S.

at 50. Further, the Suprem e Court has explained that

when there is bad-faith conduct in the cotlrse of litigation that could be adequately

sanctioned under the Rules, the court ordinarily should rely on the Rules rather

than the inherent power. But if in the infonned discretion of the court, neither the

statute nor the Rules are up to the task, the court may safely rely on its inherent

power.

Id. Entering a default judgment under Rule 37 that resulted in a $1.5 million dollar award

retlects that the Rules were up to the task in this instance and provided an adequate sanction foz

M CS' conduct. ld This Court must therefore affirm and adopt the recommendation to deny

additional smwtions under its inherent powers. Essent's first objection is overruled.

lI.

In the second objection, Essent takes issue with Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan's

SANCTIONS AGAINST BARUCH UNDER THE COURT'S INHERENT POWERS

recommendation that the Court deny sanctions against Baruch, a director for M CS and the

husband of M CS'S owner, Kara Atchison. Baruch was the self-described tfcase manager'' for

lawsuits involving M CS. He personally reviewed pleadings and letters in this case, attended

most or all of the depositions and generally consorted with the two attorneys accused of

wrongdoing here, Ingham and W anick, as part of his regular business day.3

Essent's second objection, however, is actually a subset of the tirst objection because the

3One could safely tind that (iunsavory'' describes a person who engages in the type of içbusiness'' conducted

by Baruch.

5
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conduct of Baruch is the conduct of M CS and vice versa. The Court has declined to impose

additional sanctions against M CS and will likewise deny sanctions against Baruch. W hile the

Court remains troubled by almost every aspect of Baruch's involvement in this proceeding, the

Court agrees with M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan that M CS, and therefore Baruch, have been

çssufficiently ptmished'' already. Report, p. 25. Accordingly, and for the reasons set forth above

rejecting the first objection, this objection must also be overruled.

iii. SANCTIONS AGAINST W ARRICK UNDER THE COURT'S INHERENT

PowElts AND 28 U.S.C. j 1927

In its third objection, Essent argues that the magistrate judge Stignored the record as a

whole'' in failing to sanction attorney Jonathan W anick. Def.'s Obj, p. 1 1 (DE-353). The

Report, however, clearly retlects that M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan did not ignore the entire

record. His analysis and conclusions reflect just the opposite - that he carefully considered a11 of

the arguments and evidence and anived at a thoughtful and restrained resolution of the issues.

Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan concluded that while W anick's conduct might warrant referral to

The Florida Bar, it did not support the imposition of monetary sanctions. Report, pp. 32-33.

That he reached a different conclusion than Essent would have liked does not mean that

M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan ignored the entire record. The Court echos M agistrate Judge

O'Sullivan's view that W arrick, together with Ingham , exhibited the type of unprofessionalism in

this case that sadly lends support to the stereotyped caricattlres of attorneys held by some

members of the public. Wanick's actions justify referral to The Florida Bar for professionalism

and ethics training, but do not support m onetary sanctions. Based on W anick's appearance

before this Court, his conduct retlects a signiticant failtzre to understand his ethical
!
i
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responsibilities, particularly the exercise of independentjudgment, and a profotmd lack of basic

competence. Such conduct will not be corrected by monetmy sanctions. Therefore, the Court

ovemzles this objection and affirms and adopts this portion of the Report.

Finally, Essent objects to Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan's recommendation to reduce the

sanction against Inghnm with an across-the-board-cut of 30 percent. Because the Court has

declined to adopt the part of the recommendation to which Essent objects, Essent's fourth

objection is also overruled.4

B. M CS'S OBJECTIONS

Though the Report declined to award sanctions against MCS, MCS still objected to the

Report because it believed M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan should have awarded more sanctions

against Ingham , its attorney. This argtzment, however, is not one M CS raised before M agistrate

Judge O'Sullivan. The Court will exercise its discretion and decline to consider an objection that

was not first presented to the magistrate judge. Williams, 557 F.3d at1292. But even if the Court

considered this objection, it would be rejected for the reasons set forth below.

C. INGHAM 'S O BJECTIONS

Ingham objects to the recommendation that he be sanctioned $87,736.95 for his bad faith

in filing a motion for partial sllmmary judgment and sending a settlement demand letter in

December 2009. The sanction is an amount equal to the reasonable attorneys' fees Essent

incurred related to lnghnm 's bad faith submissions. W hile the Court agrees with every factual

finding of M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan's Report, it will not adopt the monetary sanction award

mad the Court reached this objection, however, it would also have been ovenuled based on the magistrate
judge's factual findings.

i
7 i
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against lnghnm .

As the Court has noted, the Slkey for unlocking'' the Court's inherent powers to sanction

and sanctions under 28 U.S.C. 51927, is a finding of bad faith. Norelus, 628 F.3d at 1282. Even

if a Court finds an attorney acted with bad faith, a Court does not, èsofacto, award sanctions

under section 1927 or its inherent powers. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. j 1927, a court ûtmay,'' but need

not, sanction an attorney who Stm ultiplies the proceedings ... unreasonably and vexatiously.'' 28

U.S.C. j 1927. The imposition of sanctions pursuant to the Court's inherent powers is similarly

a matter of discretion. Degen, 517 U.S. at 823-24,. Chambers, 501 U.S. at 43.5

While Ingham's conduct related to the motion for partial summary judgment and the

settlement demand letter retlect a notable failure to exercise rational judgment and a complete

lack of professionalism, a colorable basis arguably existed for a kenwl of these submissions. As

discussed more fully in this Court's Order denying partial summaryjudgment (DE-132), lngham

premised the m otion on the language of the parties' PSA and the affidavit of Kara Atchison.

Essent filed a lengthy response supported by expert testim ony to establish, and the Court

ultimately concluded, that issues of fact existed precluding an award of summary judgment. That

the Court denied the motion or even that the motion lacked merit is not the same as finding that

Inghnm's conduct in filing the motion objectively rises to bad faith. The Court denied the

sanctions motion because lngham sought recovery tmder the wrong federal l'ule and the

arguments he raised were more appropriate for trial, not because the factual underpirmings for the

sThe court also has a duty to proceed cautiously in exerting its inherent power to sanction and to dtcomply

with the mandates of due process, both in determining that the requisite bad faith exists and in assessing fees. 1d
Because there was no fmding related to lngham's ability to pay the recommended sanction, the Court, had it adopted

that portion of the Report, would have required additional findings on lngham's ability to pay a sanction before

adopting M agistrate Judge O'Sullivan's recommendation.

!
i8
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motion were nonexistent. It must be remembered that the settlement demand resulted in a

$287,500 offer of judgment the following da/.

M uch has been made about the tim ing of lnghnm 's motion and dem and letter and whether

Ingham intended to put additional pressure on Essent to accept M CS'S settlem ent demand. Here,

Ingham acknowledged that he intended to presstlre Essent into accepting a settlem ent, but he also

acknowledged that this was not the only basis for these submissions. The timing of Inghnm's

two submissions is not dispositive on the issue before the Court, but merely part of the calculus i

involved in analyzing his conduct as a whole.

The Court need not detinitively resolve this issue because even assum ing this conduct

demonstrates bad faith, the Court will decline to award sanctions against lngham.; Considering

all of the record evidence, the Court believes the proper exercise of both restraint and discretion

requires no monetary sanctions against lngham under the Court's inherent powers or section

1927. W hile not awarding monetary sanctions, the record retlects that the questionable litigation

tactics Ingham em ployed dtlring the course of this litigation have resulted in adverse

consequences to him . The Court referred lnghnm to The Florida Bar for a psychological and

competency evaluation because his conduct evidenced a fundnm ental incompetence and

questionable connection w ith reality that can best be addressed through the pending discipline

6It is also worth mentioning that neither of these submissions resulted in a contemporaneous motion for

sanctions. W ithout suggesting that waiting until the very end of thc case to seek sanctions is impermissible, a
contemporaneous allegation of sanctionable conduct would at lemst have been consistent with the purpose of

ions - to deter subsequent abuses in this case. Isanct

7lwet it be clear that the Court does not condone Ingham's conduct. An attorney should not equate the I
pursuit of zealous advocacy with the zealous pursuit of the dubious ends of clients by relentlessly advancing

Iwhatever marginally
, colorable claim that might exist. The professional hann flowing from this type of conduct is ;

self-evident. i

9
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process. The Court also referred him to the Chief Judge of this Court and the peer review i

!

committee to detennine whether Inghnm should be removed from the Bar of the Southem

District of Florida. M CS terminated lngham and filed a complaint with The Florida Bar against

him . And while the words of this Order m ight not constitute a form al sanction, harsh words that

retlect adversely on a lawyer's professionalism always should be treated as a form of punishment

for attorney misconduct.

111. CONCLUSION '

The imposition of a default judgment under Rule 37(b)(2)(A) is arguably the most severe

sanction at the Court's disposal. MCS is further obligated to pay Essent $1.5 million in attorneys

fees, costs and expenses as a direct result of that defaultjudgment. Declining Essent's invitation

to further punish anyone through additional m onetary sanctions does not reflect a denial of

justice as suggested by Essent. Denying additional sanctions is, however, consistent with the
I

Court's duty to exercise its inherent powers to sanction with restraint and discretion. On this

record, the Court declines to exercise this potent power. Essent's m otion for sanctions is

I
therefore denied. Accordingly, it is

ORDERED THAT:

Magistrate Judge O'Sullivan's Report and Recommendation (DE-3471 is
DECLINED IN PART AND AFFIRM ED AND ADOPTED IN PART. The

Report is DECLW ED to the extent it recomm ends im posing m onetary sanctions

against Robert lngham and his law firm. lt is othem ise AFFIRM ED AND

ADOPTED consistent with this Order.

(2) Robert lngham's Objections (17E-3551 are GRANTED IN PART and !
OVERRULED IN PART. The objections are granted to the extent that the Court II
declines the recom mendation to award sanctions against lnghnm , and otherwise

the objections are OVERRULED. l
I
I
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(3) Plaintiff Managed Care Solutions' Objections gDE-351) are OVERRULED.

(4) Defendant Essent Healthcare Inc.'s Objections (DE-353) are OVERRULED.

(5) Defendant Essent Healthcare Inc.'s Motion for Sanctions (DE-299J is DENIED.

(6) Jonathan W arrick's Motion to Strike (DE-371) is DENIED AS MOOT.

(7) Based on his conduct in this proceeding, the Court will refer Jonathan Warrick to

The Florida Bar with the recommendation that his conduct merits some form of (

7

professionalism and ethics training. Essent shall provide The Florida Bar with a

comprehensive list of W arrick's transgressions in this case as set forth in the

Objection at pages 1 1-13 (DE-353). '

DONE and ORDERED in Miami, Florida, this A 0 day of September, 201 1.

. 
f

-  . m

PATRI A A . SEIT

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
cc: All Counsel of Record

M agistrate Judge Jolm O'Sullivan (

(Arlene Sankel, The Florida Bar (asnnkel@flabar.org)
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